INTRODUCTION
A common feature among arteries, lightening, bronchial airways, leaves, and watersheds is truncated tree-like fractal organization. This commonality may be due to the fact that these systems solve a similar type of problem-the transference of energy or matter from a distributed arrangement (area or volume) to a single point (sink) [1] .
The motivation of this paper is to examine one possible explanation for this archetypical structure from a combination of basic principles.
For volume-to-point flow problems the amount of flow channel is typically constrained. Therefore, it is important to develop a simple and repeatable method to produce optimal channel arrangements.
This paper begins with a review of some notable research in the applied imitation of natural systems for microchip cooling. In particular, truncated tree-like fractal channel geometry has been proposed for this type of cooling [4] . In order to evaluate this proposal, the performance of various geometries is established via literature review, and FEM studies.
A novel metric, Path length, is introduced as an additional evaluative method and as a precursor to automated design of optimized volume to point conduction flow systems. This is shown by developing a volume to point conductive heat flow channel with better performance (as verified with FEM) than the current 'state-of-the-art' configuration.
BACKGROUND: FRACTALS
The geometric theories of fractals are well defined, Table  1 ; however, only a few research projects have investigated application of fractal designs for engineering volume-to-point flow systems. The truncated tree-like fractal is the geometry of interest for this paper. Table 2 lists the characteristics of the tree-like fractal studied in this paper. Several authors have examined this particular tree-like fractal. Table 1 : Characteristics of fractal geometry [2] It has a fine structure at arbitrarily small scales It is too irregular to be easily described in traditional Euclidean geometric language It is self-similar (at least approximately or stochastically) It has a Hausdorff dimension (fractal dimension) which is greater than its topological dimension It has a simple and recursive definition
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The 'fractal' evaluated in this paper cannot be considered a complete fractal; it is truncated. Truncation is defined as termination of the pattern after a finite number of iterations. Natural fractals are truncated.
The particular tree fractal described in Table 2 was first proposed for conductive cooling by Bejan [4] . It is considered the optimal form of tree fractal for cooling from a volume-topoint flow [4, 7, 11] . The performance of this geometry was optimized with respect to branching angle, branch length, number of branches and fractal dimension. Therefore, the treelike fractal (Fig. 2) proposed by Bejan is employed as a baseline for performance comparison.
The Hausdorf (fractal) dimension is calculated as follows:
where ! is the number of self similar pieces in the fragmentation and ! is the magnification factor (or size ratio of fragments to the original), and !!is the fractal dimension Iterative construction of nodes, each connected by a line At each node the 'parent' branch line divides into two or more new branches, 'children' The branching angle and ratio of side lengths stays the same through each iteration The fractal dimension and branching number for this example are both 2 [1] The branching angle for the tree used in this paper is 90 degrees [1] 3 LITERATURE REVIEW: ENGINEERING LIKE NATURE Review of the relevant literature is used to examine the performance of the tree-like fractal and other configurations for conductive cooling. Additional literature review is used to examine whether the metric path length (particle travel distance) is relevant for volume-to-point conduction problems.
FRACTAL COOLING PERFORMANCE
Each of the several studies included in this review utilize the same problem definition outlined in the introduction (cooling of a heat generating volume with a set volume of cooling channel).
Many authors have examined fractals from a geometric modeling perspective. However, only a few studies have examined tree-like geometry in engineered systems. Only one author attempted to explain the instantiation of so many fractals in nature from an engineering perspective. This explanation is known as the "Constructal theory". [4] . In other words tree-like structures are the result of an iterative optimization process for volume-to-point flow [4] .
EVALUATION OF CONSTRUCTAL TREES
Performance of tree like fractals for cooling has been examined. Bejan employs an optimization process to show that the tree-like fractal (Fig. 2) is the optimal fractal configuration, as discussed in the previous section. This is true regardless of the magnitude of heat generation in the plate or thermal conductivities of the plate and channel-as long as the channel's thermal conductivity is significantly higher than the plate's. The characteristics of this configuration have been optimized. However, it remains unknown if it is the best possible configuration [4] .
Zhang compared performance of serpentine channels ( Fig.  6b ) to performance of tree-like fractals [12] . He found that the tree-like fractal results in a much lower maximum plate temperature than the serpentine configuration (Fig. 4) [12] . Neither he nor other authors have compared tree-like fractals to other geometries. 
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF CONSTRUCTAL TREES
Authors have compared the performance of serpentine and fractal configurations via empirical experiments. These experiments have confirmed that the tree-like geometry performed more effectively at cooling than serpentine [5] . One paper reports that tree fractals are superior to parallel lines. However, the experimenters used an external and unreferenced source for the data on performance of parallel channels [11] . Therefore it is not certain that all of the necessary conditions (consistent channel volume and material properties, etc.) for a direct comparison were met.
SUMMARY OF LITERATURE REVIEW
It has been conclusively shown that tree-like fractal geometry is superior to serpentine geometry in cooling performance in a volume-to-point conduction problem [12] . It has also been shown that the tree-like configuration shown in Fig. 2 is optimal among tree configurations for cooling. It has not been shown that the truncated tree-like fractal is a global optimum for the volume-to-point conduction problem.
FOUNDATIONS FOR USING PATH LENGTH.
Analysis of configuration geometry, using the metric path length, is employed to better understand performance. To visualize path length, suppose that a grid of particles have been set on a plate with interdigitated channel. Each particle is then transported to the exit (located in the same position as the sink in the conduction problem). Allow the assumption that each particle first moves to the channel, then along the channel to the exit. This assumption is standard in the analogous volume-topoint conduction problem since thermal conductivity of the channel is much higher than that of the plate [2] . The average distance travelled by each particle is the particle travel distance or path length. Several reasons for using this metric are discussed below.
THE NEED FOR MULTIPLE METRICS
Two analyses are used in this paper. First, a finite element model is used to simulate real world performance, i.e. maximum plate temperature. Then path length is used to examine the configurations geometrically. This twofold approach allows a comprehensive insight into the systems. Thus both inductive (FEM) and deductive (path length) reasoning are used to examine the hypothesis [14] .
THERMAL RESISTANCE MINIMIZATION
Several authors have evaluated configurations for the volume-to-point flow problem in terms of their thermal resistance [4, 5, 10] . Thermal resistance is given in Equation 2. Thermal resistance is proportional to path length.
To efficiently conduct heat from a distributed volume to a single point, the over-all thermal flow resistance must be minimized [1] . The thermal resistance between two points will be proportional to the distance between those two points [13] :
where ! is area, ! is path length and ! ! is thermal resistance A cooling channel with a minimum path length is configured to ensure that the transport distance between each particle (heat generating point) and the exit (sink) is as short as possible. In this way, such a configuration will have a minimum thermal resistance.
PRECEDENCE OF USE
The effect of linear path length on cooling system performance has been reported in the literature [12] . Cooling as a function of path length is illustrated in Fig. 5 . Since a multidimensional flow pathway can be approximated by a series of linear segments, the use of path length in one dimensional analysis provides a starting principle for developing two and three dimensional analysis. 4 ANALYTICAL METHOD Two analyses are used in this paper. The purpose of these analyses is to rank performance of several configurations for the volume-to-point flow problem. The first analysis is a finite element heat transfer model; the second is a geometrical analysis. The analyzed geometries can be seen in Fig. 6 . The tree geometry is a truncated fractal, and to date considered to be the optimal fractal for volume-to-point flow on a square plate (Fig.  6a) [4] . The serpentine and parallel line geometries were also extracted from relevant literature (Fig 6b,c) [6, 11, 12] . The leaf geometry is novel to this paper and was developed based on path length analysis (Fig. 6d) .
METRICS
The given configurations are ranked based on performance metrics (Table 3) . Path length and maximum plate temperature measure performance. The metrics plate volume and channel volume are held constant to remove their effect on performance. The material properties and heat generation values are varied to generalize the results. 
FINITE ELEMENT MODEL
For the finite element model (Table 4) heat is conducted through two materials to a sink. The first material is the heat generating plate (substrate) and the second is cooling channel (located at the voids in Fig. 6 ). In ANSYS, the channel component is given a high constant of thermal conductivity. The small opening where the channel meets the wall is kept at a constant temperature (zero degrees Celsius). The channels of various geometrical configurations conduct heat to this sink area. The plate is adiabatic at all surfaces except for this sink. Every geometric configuration has the same volume and surface area of cooling channel. Various values of volumetric heating and thermal conductivity are employed. Each model is run to steady state conditions. The model is effectively twodimensional as there is no variation in the ! dimension. All geometries were constructed in Solidworks and imported into ANSYS for evaluation. Solidworks analysis confirms that all geometries have the same volume and surface area to within one percent. Lossless contact between the cooling channel and the plate is assumed. The simplification from this assumption is overcome by widely varying the conduction coefficients to effectively model different thermal resistances within the cooling system.
VERIFICATION OF THE FEM
A simple configuration was modeled to verify that the FEM and analytical results [14] match. The configuration consists of a plate with fixed temperatures on each side, internal heat generation and adiabatic conditions on the top, bottom, front and back. The plate is 1X1X.1 cm 3 . The plate has temperature variance in the horizontal axis only. The left surface is kept at a constant 80 degrees Celsius and the right surface is kept at a constant 20 degrees Celsius. The thermal conductivity of the plate is 1! ! !"
. The maximum plate temperature at several values of heat generation is given for the FEM and the analytical solution in Table 5 .
The analytical solution for temperature as a function of penetration depth between the two walls is taken as the following:
where ! stands for the heat generation rate, ! the width, ! the thermal conductivity in
, ! the penetration depth, ! ! the hot wall temperature, and ! ! the cooler wall temp. [13] The maximum plate temperature is found analytically using Matlab and computationally using ANSYS. The difference between the analytical and computational solution is found to be 0.007%, confirming that the two methods exhibit strong relative accordance.
Additionally, convergence to a steady state condition in the FEM is confirmed by the characteristic shape of the plot in Fig.  7 (for an arbitrary point in the leaf configuration). The results are given at only one value of sink temperature. The validity of this approach was tested. The temperature of the sink area was varied in a validation experiment. It was found that only the magnitude of the maximum plate temperature changed, while the morphology of the temperature contour plots and the performance rankings remained constant.
To verify that mesh granularity was sufficient, the sensitivity of maximum temperature in each model was determined by employing five mesh sizes of increasing granularity for each model. These variations spanned a full order of magnitude in mesh size, and the maximum temperature never varied by more than one percent of the values reported in the results section.
The results of these verification procedures support that the FEM is accurate
PATH LENGTH ANALYSIS
The path length of each configuration is computed. Path length is a generic transport metric. This generic analysis provides insight into the superior performance of some geometry.
Path length represents the distance travelled by an imaginary particle located on the substrate that must travel to the channel and then along the channel to the small exit area (Table 6 )-the area kept at constant temperature in the FEM model. An example of path length can be seen in Fig. 8 . Table 6 .3 Table 6 : Steps to Compute Path Length (1) Generate the Point Cloud Discretize the geometries of the heat generation volume and the channel-generate an evenly distributed point cloud within the boundaries of the object (a tightly packed point grid is accurate yet computationally intensive). Store the coordinates of each these points into a matrix for each volume.
(2) Construct the Intra-Channel Length matrix For every point on the channel, calculate the distance from that point to the sink, along the channel, and store this as a new matrix (one method is to sum the distance added by each point, moving sequentially away from the sink point to the limits of the channel) (3) Determine the Individual Path Lengths Start with a point on the heat generating volume and determine the shortest distance to a point on the channel. Add this value to the intra-channel length at that (channel) point. Repeat this for all points in the heat generation volume matrix.
(4) Determine Average Path Length The average of all individual path lengths will correlate with cooling performance
VERIFICATION OF PATH LENGTH.
An example is used to validate that the numerical algorithm for calculating path length is accurate. Algorithmic and analytical computations of path length are made for an arbitrary geometry (Fig. 9) . The cooling channel in this configuration is a straight line along the base of a square. The square is 10X10 cm 2 . The average path length before the channel is half of the height, 5 cm. The average distance to the exit along the channel is half of half of the width, 2.5 cm. Thus the analytically determined path length is 7.5 cm while the Matlab code used to determine the path length for other configurations finds the path length to be 7.5025. Thus the algorithm exhibits a small error, around 0.02%. This error is due to the discretization. 
RESULTS
Results of the various analyses are provided in this section.
FEM RESULTS
Results of the twenty-four unique finite element models can be seen in Table 8 , which shows the steady state maximum plate temperature occurring in each of the geometries over a variety of different thermal conductivities and applied volumetric heat generation values. Interestingly, shifts in heat generation values result in proportional changes to the maximum temperature; likely, adding more heat generation to the system does not change flow dynamics in the way that changing the conductivities does or, generally, flow contour is independent of flow intensity when internal resistance values are constant. The leaf geometry performs the best while the parallel lines configuration performs the second best. The results match results from the literature in that the tree configuration performs better than the serpentine configuration [6, 12] ; however the direct comparison of other configurations such as the leaf configuration to the tree configuration is novel to this analysis (Fig. 10) . The leaf and parallel lines geometry perform better than the tree geometry. On average the leaf geometry cools the plate to a thirty six percent lower temperature than the basic, serpentine configuration, while the tree geometry only cools an average fourteen percent more than the standard.
PATH LENGTH RESULTS.
It is found that path length performance (Table 7 ) corresponds directly to cooling performance ( Table 8 ). The analyses show that the geometry with the minimum path length also has the best cooling performance. This observation has been confirmed after development and testing of the leaf configuration. The leaf configuration has a near minimum path length and the best cooling performance. The absolute minimum path length is a straight line from each point to the exit (5.95 cm).
The leaf geometry is a design novel to this paper. The shortest possible path length for each point is a straight line to the exit. If the minimum path for every point on the plate were traced, a fan-like geometry would appear. Shorter path length corresponds to better cooling performance. Therefore, geometry that closely maps to this trace of the minimum path should cool effectively. The leaf configuration is an attempt at creating fan-like geometry using only a finite volume of cooling channel. 
DISCUSSION OF HYPOTHESIS
Both the literature and finite element analysis support that the tree fractal is superior to the serpentine configuration, as was also predicted by the path length analysis. As hypothesized, however, it has been clearly shown that more effective geometry can be designed through the computationally inexpensive geometrical path length analysis method.
LIMITATIONS
This paper suffers from several limitations. Only finite element modeling has been conducted rather than empirical experimentation. There are several limitations to the finite element model, e.g. lack of consideration of convective scenarios, adiabatic wall conditions, lack of contact resistances between the channel and the plate. The path length analysis may also limited by the assumption that movement is to the nearest channel segment, and the discretization. Moreover, only a few geometries have been analyzed.
